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Inability To Fly Sometimes you know a hotel room is a little off-
kilter. But as you slip into bed, and begin to drift off, you suddenly

realize there’s a problem: you can’t move. You’re trapped in a
minute of claustrophobia. In the same way, the other day, I was
walking down the hall to the bathroom when I smelled smoke. It

wasn’t like a good knock on wood, where there was a faint, fleeting
scent of smoke, but like a gooey mass of smoke plastered across

the wall. Now, I don’t have a problem with it, I was just curious. But
then I heard some footsteps, and a voice called out, “You guys

should see the smoke alarms!” Smoke alarms are in the hallway,
and for good reason. We’ve had people break into the building, and

set fires on the second floor. So they were installed. But
sometimes, I notice that people don’t respond to the alarms,
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easypeasyusetoolfrontendpatcher Â· STF 1.0.4 Â· Easyusetool
Frontend Patcher.zip The thought police are here! From here on

out, every time a verified transgender individual steps in front of a
microphone to be interviewed by Diane Sawyer or Anderson
Cooper or Will & Grace, I will say, “eek!” According to The

Washington Post, “Will & Grace” star Debra Messing was supposed
to appear alongside a transgender host on “Live! with Kelly &

Michael” this past week. Talk about a bonafide woe-is-me moment.
Except, Messing was sent home before her appearance even aired.

TRENDING: Watch: GOP Candidate Klacik Gets Kicked Off of 'The
View' for Calling Out Behar's Blackface Scandal As was reported by
the Times of Israel, Messing was “banned from television after she
publicly criticized transgender bathroom guidelines for elementary

schools proposed by President Obama, a spokeswoman for ABC
told The New York Daily News.” You see, Messing had the audacity

to slam the president’s plan to allow public schools to open up
single-sex bathrooms to transgender students. She said that

“children are being forced into a lifetime of unhappiness, and it’s
sad. It’s painful for anyone to have to be told who they can be.”

Doesn’t that sound like an argument for free speech? She added,
“It’s not about people who have different sexual identities — this is

about people who are telling children that there is something
wrong with who they are.” What did Messing mean, exactly?

RELATED: Paul Ryan: Trump 'Could Be President for a Lifetime' She
couldn’t elaborate on what her argument was, because she was

never actually given the opportunity to state it on camera. In fact,
ABC had absolutely no reason to ban Messing from appearing on

the show. The planned interview was actually part of a rerun
segment on the “Live” show. Now, in a little twist of fate, Messing
is refusing to apologize to “Live” for her insubordinate remarks,
and she’s promising that she’ll be back to defend her position
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